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Abstract— As the population is increasing every day, issues 

such as traffic and pollution are on the rise. It is important to 

find a solution for these issues and public transport can be 

considered as a feasible solution. Buses are the largest mode 

of public transport used by people. In many parts of the, 

public transport especially the bus sluice has been well 

developed. In order to reduce the fuel consumption, clubby 

car usage and traffic congestion we can use the bus transport 

services. But there are many challenges that are faced by the 

commuters while using public buses. The passengers want to 

know the precise advent of the bus, when travelling with the 

buses. The passengers become anxious while waiting for a 

perennial time at the bus stop and make them indecisive to 

take buses. So we are going to implement an android system 

in which; real time location of bus will be tracked, the arrival 

and departure timetable of buses will be displayed and in case 

of bus failure or breakdown a notification will be sent to the 

user with the bus location. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Transportation plays a major role in urban lifestyle. The 

transportation system can be considered as the heart in the 

economic and social growth of the country. India’s exploding 

number of vehicles is due to the increasing population, which 

results in burden on the metropolitan traffic management. 

Advancement and availability of technology can be used to 

solve such daily crisis. Large number of people in the urban 

and rural areas use smartphones which can be used as a source 

of information. 

When it comes to taking the public transportation, 

time and patience are of essence. In other words, many people 

using public transport buses have experienced time loss 

because of waiting at the bus stops. In our system we propose 

a real-time vehicle tracking system using a Global 

Positioning System (GPS) technology module to receive the 

location of the vehicle, to forward into microcontroller and to 

connect internet by a general packet radio service (GPRS) 

technology for displaying a real time on the website map 

developed by Google Map which allows inspection of 

vehicles at all times. There are the GPS and GPRS modules, 

the GPS module will locate the vehicles via the satellite, and 

the GPRS module will assemble all data and send it to the 

website by the microcontroller. An android application will 

ease this work and make it user friendly. The buses will be 

tracked live with real time coordinates with this system. 

There will also be an android application which will give real 

time schedule of buses. Use of geo fencing enables user to 

track the bus in the specified area. 

II. MOTIVATION 

Travel duration in public transportation systems is a direct 

measure of their efficiency and usefulness. Travel time 

information is also important in planning operations, signal 

timing coordination and route assignments. Use of geo-

fencing enables user to track the bus in the specified area. 

The main motto of this system is a real-time vehicle tracking 

using a Global Positioning System (GPS) technology module 

to receive the location of the vehicle. There will also be an 

android application which will give real time schedule of 

buses. 

III. OBJECTIVE 

The main objective of this system is to develop an android 

application to provide real time bus arrival information. This 

system uses real-time vehicle tracking using a Global 

Positioning System (GPS) technology module to receive the 

location of the vehicle. Use of geo-fencing enables user to 

track the bus in the specified area. There will also be an 

android application which will give real time schedule of 

buses. Also it can give quick and real time replay for enquiry, 

via server. Also in case of bus failure or breakdown, the 

notification will be sent to system, with Bus location. 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 

1) Jay, Reshul, Sumedh [1] proposed a paper that involves 

use of the existing internet enabled devices on the bus 

(like the e-ticketing system) or a simple android tablet to 

capture the real time location and send it to the servers. 

Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs are used in 

this system to access the location data from servers, 

which users can access through android application, 

SMS or web-portals. Backend used in this system is 

based on Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) 

that is light weight, data efficient and scalable. This 

system has distributed architecture in order to tackle high 

number of requests from users.  

2) Pengfei, Yuanqing and Mo [2] proposed a paper that 

suggests the system achieves prediction accuracy as 

compared with bus operator initiated and GPS supported 

solutions. Instead of referring to GPS-enabled location 

information, generally available and energy efficient 

sensing resources, like cell tower signals, movement 

statuses, audio recordings, etc, were used which bring 

less burden to the participatory party and encourage their 

participation.  Development of a prototype system with 

different types of Android-based mobile phones and 

comprehensive experiment with the NTU campus shuttle 

buses was done. Experiments with bus suggests that 

deployment of this system is easy and system 

performance across cities are promising. At the same 
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time, this system is generally available and energy 

friendly.  

3) Prof. Devidas S. Thosar, et al [3] proposed this scheme 

that notifies the user in case of bus failure, passenger will 

get help as soon as possible without waiting for hours and 

they can easily move to their destination without the 

delay. The proposed system helped to detect the position 

of a bus, so in case of a failure of a bus, the help could be 

provided in minimum time and the proposed system will 

also provide with the end-user required to view the 

schedule, route and track the current GPS location of the 

bus in real time through a user-friendly App (Android 

App) which is simple, clear and has good graphical 

interface. With this system, user can come to know exact 

location of bus and therefore user can take right decision 

and save their valuable time. 

4) M. A. Al Rashed, et al [6] proposed a GPS based tracking 

system which keeps track of the location of a vehicle and 

its speed based on a mobile phone text messaging 

system. The system is able to track the localization and 

speed of the subject with GPS and GSM devices. The 

user can get the current location of the vehicle at any 

time. The system is able to provide real-time text alerts 

for speed and location. Particularly, the present location 

can be locked and the system will alert the owner if the 

vehicle is moved from the present locked location. In 

addition, the speed can be locked and an alert texted if 

this speed is exceeded. User can lock/unlock the current 

GPS coordinates of the vehicle to detect unauthorized 

movement and lock/unlock the maximum speed of the 

vehicle to get an alert if the vehicle goes beyond that 

speed. 

V. EXISTING SYSTEM & DISADVANTAGES 

In existing system, there is just a timetable of arrival-

departure timings and routes of city buses on the web. 

However the commuters need more than just the bus timings, 

in order to save their time and money.   

A. Disadvantages 

1) Fails to make use of available technology like GPS.  

2) Does not provide real time tracking of buses. 

3) No proper integration of bus information.  

4) Fails to provide details on bus failure. 

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

1) Our system includes development of android application 

that will provide the routes and timings of public buses, 

so that the passengers can be aware of the arrival of buses 

on specific routes. 

2) It also includes real time tracking of public buses and 

details on bus failure or breakdown, so as to ensure that 

passengers can track the bus from their location and not 

waste time waiting for any bus. Moreover it also makes 

use of geo fencing so that buses can be tracked in a 

particular region 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We have proposed real time tracking of public buses by using 

GPS Primarily relying on inexpensive and widely available 

GPS signals, the proposed system provides cost-effective 

solution to the problem. The system will display bus and 

tracking details. Use of geo-fencing enables user to track the 

bus in the specified area. This system will help in making the 

public transport efficient and reliable. 
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